NEWTON COMMERCIAL VW TYPE 25 CARPETS 1980-91
CK7291 RHD
CK7292 LHD
This Type 25 Cab carpet set covers the full front cab area, including sills, wheel arches and seat boxes.
The driver’s mat has a heel pad. The seat box and wheel arch carpets are fitted with rubber extrusion
strips that attach to the metal wheel arch panels and box sides. We bind the carpet edges with a matching
binding.
This set will fit vehicles with the lower centre tunnel only. A separate set is available for vehicles with the
much higher centre tunnel (normally diesel engine vehicles) We have cut the centre mat larger, and
marked the recommended position on the back, this can then be trimmed down if required, ensure you
trim around the handbrake closely. You will have to cut a hole for the gearlever according to your model.
It is better to start with a small hole that can be made bigger if required, as the rubber gaiter should
conceal it when fitted. We recommend that you use a good quality contact adhesive when fitting the
centre section, bulkhead and seat box carpets.
We can supply extra carpet if necessary off the roll for customers to carpet the rear section of their
vehicle.

Colours available: Charcoal, Blue, Green, Brown & Red

PICTURES SHOW RHD VEHICLE.
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BULKHEAD CARPET
CENTRE TUNNEL CARPET
LH FOOTWELL CARPET
RH FOOTWELL CARPET
FRONT SEAT BOX / WHEEL ARCH CARPET RH
SIDE SEAT BOX / REAR SEAT BOX CARPET RH
FRONT SEAT BOX / WHEEL ARCH CARPET LH
SIDE SEAT BOX / REAR SEAT BOX CARPET LH
STEP CARPET
THANKS FOR CHOOSING NEWTON COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS.
HAPPY MOTORING !

CK7291 AND CK7292 TYPE 25 CARPET SET FOR VEHICLES THAT HAVE THE
LOWER CENTRE TUNNEL.

This carpet set has been designed to fit vehicles with the lower height centre tunnel sections only,
normally found on petrol engine vans ( pictured above ).

